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Chem-Dry Carpet Tech awarded the Gold Seal of Approval by the Carpet and Rug Institute
(CRI)

Chem-Dry Carpet Tech has been awarded the Gold Seal of Approval by The Carpet and Rug Institute for
performing outstanding cleaning services.

June 29, 2009 - PRLog -- Chem-Dry Carpet Tech has been dedicated to providing exceptional carpet,
upholstery, tile, and grout cleaning services since 1992.   For performing carping cleaning procedures on
difficult stains and heavy soiled areas without damaging the carpets, we received the Gold Seal of
Approval.  The Gold Seal of Approval is the highest awarded Seal issued by The Carpet and Rug Institute.
 Chem-Dry Carpet Tech has been awarded the Gold Seal of Approval because we have proven to extract
the highest amount of measurable soil from carpets, leaving customers the most satisfied, and with the
cleanest carpets. 

The Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI) is a nonprofit trade association that applies science to find the best
procedures and products to improve the quality and life of carpets.  The CRI also represents 95% of carper
manufactures, as well as their service providers in the United States. They developed the Seal of Approval
awards to differentiate superior carpet cleaning procedures from procedures of poorer quality.  The Gold
Seal of Approval ensures that carpets maintain their original beauty after cleaning, helping customers save
an incalculable amount of money by not having to replace their carpets as often.    

The Gold Seal of Approval is one of many unique qualities Chem-Dry Carpet Tech obtains that makes us
more advanced than other carpet cleaners in the industry.  We use a low moisture deep extraction method of
cleaning.  Especially with the drought concerns occurring in California, it has become increasingly crucial
to lower our water consumption.  

Chem-Dry Carpet Tech only uses 1/5 of the water used by other carpet cleaner.  This allows carpets to dry
in a few hours as opposed to days, so that carpets can be enjoyed on the same day they are cleaned.   The
low moisture process also eliminates the concern of possibly over saturating customers’ carpets.  By not
over saturating carpets we run no risk of mold or mildew from forming, and there is no damage to the
padding or the fibers of the carpet.          

Being awarded the Gold Seal of Approval does not compromise our commitment to have as little impact on
the environment as possible.  Chem-Dry Carpet Tech uses a patented carbonated mineral solution that is
mostly all natural in content.  Our process is 100% hypoallergenic so it is perfectly safe for kids and pets
and our solutions are all Non-Cationic.  Also all of our ingredients are in the GRAS List (Generally
Recognized as Safe) and are Ph Neutral. 

Chem-Dry Carpet Tech services homes and commercial properties by extracting the highest amount of soil
as recognized by The CRI with our God Seal of Approval.  We leave carpets looking new, leaving no dirty
footprints on our environment.         

Call and ask about our Stone, Tile and Grout Cleaning and Sealing special.  Also, ask about some of our
great Carpet and Upholstery cleaning specials. 

San Fernando Valley:    818-885-5501 
Santa Clarita Valley:      661-222-7160 
Simi Valley:                     805-581-9008 
Santa Monica/ W. LA:    310-459-2380
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Professional Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning. Fine and Oriental Rug cleaning and repair. Expert Stone, Tile
and Grout cleaning and sealing. Specialty spot removal and pet odor removal treatment.

--- End ---

Source Chem-Dry Carpet Tech - Karen V.
State/Province California
Zip 91324
Country United States
Industry Accounting, Environment
Link https://prlog.org/10270093
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